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After a decade of vigilant adherence to the three Rs,
Petersham pledged to take its war on waste to a new
level in 2019. Signing up to Food Waste: Bad Taste has
been a key weapon, helping the team reassess its whole
approach and really double down on waste.
Now, all prep waste is composted and used in the
nursery. They’ve invested in an anaerobic digester,
upped donations to a local charity, introduced preserving
workshops for the kitchen team, and created new recipes
and uses for previously binned items. Spent oil from
customers’ plates is now used to polish the tables.
Crucial to the success of the new push has been buyin and impetus from the top of the business, matched
with champions in every department. The restaurant is
now proudly shouting about it’s success to customers
and has been highlighted by WRAP as an exemplar for
communicating on this important issue.
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The 40-site workplace caterer stood back and looked at
the impact of food waste both on the environment and
the bottom line. The company’s Director of Food, chef
development team and operations managers all teamed
up to put together a plan that’s good for planet and profit.
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During 2019, Vacherin signed up one of its sites to the
Crown Estate’s Food Waste Pledge to cut waste by 25% by
May 2020.
This year has also seen it really step up its use of ‘wonky’
fruit and veg (delicious but cosmetically faulty) with its
I’mPerfect initiatives, using nine tonnes of the stuff, an
increase of 35% on the previous 12 months.
Who said today’s breakfast couldn’t be tomorrows’
snacks? Vacherin chefs now turn leftover porridge into
tasty protein bars and smoothies.
Sending all used coffee grounds to be recycled by biobean has reduced emissions on this waste stream by 30%.
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For Owner-Chef Ollie Hunter food waste really is just
that – a waste. When you open a pub sourcing and
serving fabulous, organic food from farms on your
doorstep why would you want even the smallest
scraps to end up in the bin? That’s why Ollie insists no
waste is a state of mind and one that he instills in all
his team.
The Wheatsheaf’s war on waste is enacted on four
fronts:
• No raw food waste leaves the building
• Every customer plate is monitored for waste
• Ollie works with his supplier farmers to ensure
nothing is wasted in the field
• Collaborating with everyone in the chain to
eliminate waste
In practice, this means buying in whole carcasses and
whole plants – for example every cut of beef and the
broad bean casings and stalks all feature on the menu.
And customers sharing their homegrown gluts can
cash in with a tab at the bar.
The only person losing out is the binman, as the pub
now fills just one third of a bin each week.
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